
Innovations for professionals

Safely work at height –
in all environments  

Introducing the new  
Z 500 Seventec RC ladder 
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Rain, snow and ice can be quite a challenge when working outdoors, especially 
in winter. Whilst wet or dirty environments indoors create their own demands. 
That's why when working at height safety must be your number one priority. 

The Z 500 Seventec RC from ZARGES is an innovative new ladder that is ideal 
for working in all environments.

Whether it’s assembly work on a building site, maintenance or servicing in indus-
try or any structural work, the Z 500 Seventec RC offers maximum safety in rain 
and snow. This is due to its perforated, ribbed and extra-wide treads to ensure a 
secure grip for your feet and great stability.

The benefi ts for you:
     Maximum safety while working outdoors, even in rain and snow.

     Luminescent strips on the rails for better awareness when visibility is poor. 

     Low weight.

     Foldable for easy transportation and storage. 

The Z 500 Seventec RC –
for great stability in all environments.
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Safe steps
in snow and slush.

Slip-proof grip 
even when it’s wet.

Secure stability
in mud and dirt.

Ideal in snow, ice and rain –  
the Z 500 Seventec RC is the safest solution 
in any situation.
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Luminescent strips  
on the stiles

Treads are 85 mm deep

Perforated, ribbed tread  
for great stability

Perforation to prevent  
collection of liquid
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     Extra-wide treads and comfortable platform.

     Double-sided access.

     Platform (approx. 600 × 300 mm) with integrated hinged connection.

     Extra-wide treads and comfortable platform.

     Single-sided access.

     Platform (approx. 600 × 300 mm) with integrated hinged connection.

     Large safety platform (approx. 380 × 260 mm) with integrated hinged connection.

     Smooth easy-grip surface on outside of rails.

     Foldable locking bar on both sides for maximum stability.

Z 500 Seventec RC work platform with double-sided access
This lightweight and convenient platform is ideal for fast and flexible use.

Z 500 Seventec RC work platform with single-sided access
Extra wide platform and treads for safe and convenient working.

Z 500 Seventec RC Stepladder
Stepladder for optimum safe working outdoors.

Order no. Platform height 
(m)

Working height 
(approx. m)

Overall base width 
(m)

Number of treads,
incl. platform

Weight 
(kg)

40233 0.66 2.66 0.67 3 8.1

40234 0.86 2.86 0.69 4 10.3

40235 1.08 3.08 0.72 5 11.7

Order no. Platform height 
(m)

Working height 
(approx. m)

Overall base width 
(m)

Number of treads,
incl. platform

Weight 
(kg)

40392 0.49 2.49 0.70 2 × 2 5.2

40393 0.74 2.74 0.75 2 × 3 7.3

40394 0.99 2.99 0.80 2 × 4 10.2

Order no. Total length 
(m)

Platform height 
(m)

Working 
height 

(approx. m)

Overall base width 
(m)

Rail height, upright/
support section 

(mm)

Number of treads, 
incl. platform

Weight 
(kg)

40493 1.44 0.70 2.70 0.45 87 3 6.3

40494 1.67 0.90 2.90 0.47 87 4 7.9

40495 1.90 1.10 3.10 0.49 87 5 8.1
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